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Abstract. Sanskrit is very rich in compound formation. Typically a
compound does not code the relation between its components explicitly.
To understand the meaning of a compound, it is necessary to identify its
components, discover the relations between them and finally generate a
paraphrase of the compound. In this paper, we discuss the automatic segmentation and type identification of a compound using simple statistics
that results from the manually annotated data.
Key words: Sanskrit Compound Splitter, Sanskrit Compound Type
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Introduction

In recent years Sanskrit Computational Linguistics has gained momentum. There
have been several efforts towards developing computational tools for accessing
Sanskrit texts ( [12]], [14]], [23]], [16]], [7]], [1]]). Most of these tools handle morphological analysis and sandhi splitting. Some of them ( [10]], [13]], [8]]) also do the
sentential parsing. However, there have been almost negligible efforts in handling
Sanskrit compounds, beyond segmentation.
Sanskrit is very rich in compound formation. The compound formation being productive, forms an open-set and as such it is also not possible to list all
the compounds in a dictionary. The compound formation involves a mandatory
sandhi 3 . But mere sandhi splitting does not help a reader in identifying the
meaning of a compound. Typically a compound does not code the relation between its components explicitly. To understand the meaning of a compound,
thus, it is necessary to identify its components, discover the relations between
them, and finally produce a vigrahavākya 4 of the compound. Gillon [6]] suggests
tagging of compounds by enriching the context free rules. He does so by specifying the vibhakti, marking the head and also specifying the enriched category
3

4

Sandhi means euphony transformation of words when they are consecutively pronounced. Typically when a word w1 is followed by a word w2 , some terminal segment
of w1 merges with some initial segment of w2 to be replaced by a “smoothed” phonetic interpolation, corresponding to minimising the energy necessary to reconfigure
the vocal organs at the juncture between the words. [11]]
An expression providing the meaning of a compound is called a vigrahavākya.

of the components. He also points out how certain components such as ‘na’ provide a clue for deciding the type of a compound. Pān.ini captures special cases
and formulates rules to handle them. Implementing these rules automatically is
still far from reality on account of the semantic information needed for the implementation. In the absence of such semantic information, statistical methods
have proved to be a boon for the language engineers. These statistical tools use
manually annotated data for automatic learning, and in turn develop a language
model, which is then used for analysis. In what follows we discuss the automatic
segmentation and type identification of compounds using simple statistics that
result from the manually annotated data.
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Sanskrit Compounds

The Sanskrit word samāsah. for a compound means samasanam which means
“combination of more than one word into one word which conveys the same
meaning as that of the collection of the component words together”. While combining the components together, a compound undergoes certain operations such
as loss of case suffixes, loss of accent, etc.. A Sanskrit compound thus has one
or more of the following features ( [17]], [6]]):
1. It is a single word (ekapadam).5
2. It has a single case suffix (ekavibhaktikam) with an exception of aluk compounds such as yudhis..tirah., where there is no deletion of case suffix of the
first component.
3. It has a single accent(ekasvarah.).6
4. The order of components in a compound is fixed.
5. No words can be inserted in between the compounds.
6. The compound formation is binary with an exception of dvandva and bahupada bahuvrı̄hi.
7. Euphonic change (sandhi ) is a must in a compound formation.
8. Constituents of a compound may require special gender or number different
from their default gender and number. e.g. pān.ipādam, pācikābhāryah., etc.
Though compounds of 2 or 3 words are more frequent, compounds involving more
than 3 constituent words with some compounds even running through pages is
not rare in Sanskrit literature. Here are some examples of Sanskrit compounds
involving more than 3 words.
1.
2.
5
6
7
8

v
dv
dA½tvâ,7 =v
d - v
dA½ - tv-â,
þvrmkVmEZmrFE mÒrF y E t rZygl8 =þvr - mkV - mEZ - mrFE - mÒrF y - E t - rZ - ygl

aikapadyam aikasvaryam ca samāsatvāt bhavati [Kāśikā 2.1.46]
aikapadyam aikasvaryam ca samāsatvāt bhavati [Kāśikā 2.1.46]
Rāmāyan.am 1-1-14
Pañcatantram in katha.mukham

Fig. 1. Constituency representation of

3.

v
dvdA½tvâ,

jlAEd&yApkpETvF(vABAvþEtyoEgpETvF(vvtF9 =jl - aAEd - &yApk - pETvF(v aBAv - þEtyoEg - pETvF(vvtF

The compounds are formed with two words at a time and hence they can be
represented faithfully as a binary tree, as shown in figure 1.
Semantically Pān.ini classifies the Sanskrit compounds into four major types:
– Tatpurus.ah.: (Endocentric with head typically to the right),
– Bahuvrı̄hih.: (Exocentric),
– Dvandvah.: (Copulative), and
– Avyayı̄bhāvah.: (Endocentric with head typically to the left and behaves as
an indeclinable).
This classification is not sufficient for generating the paraphrase. For example,
the paraphrase of a compound vr.ks.amūlam is vr.ks.asya mūlam and gr.hagatah.
is gr.ham gatah., though both of them belong to the same class of tatpurus.ah..
Based on their paraphrase, these compounds are further sub-classified into 55
sub-types. Appendix-A provides the classification and Appendix-B describes the
paraphrase associated with each tag.
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Compound Processor

Understanding a compound involves (ref Fig 2)
1.
2.
3.
4.

d,),
Segmentation (smAspdQC
Constituency Parsing (smAspdAvy,),
Compound Type Identification (sm-tpdpEr
}h-vAÈm^).
Paraphrasing (Evg

Ayk,), and

These four tasks form the natural modules of a compound processor. The output
of one task serves as an input for the next task until the final paraphrase is
generated.
9

Kevalavyatireki-prakaran.am : Man.ikan.a [22]]

Sanskrit Compound

Segmenter

Constituency Parser

Type Identifier

Paraphrase Generator

Paraphrase

Fig. 2. Compound Analyser

3.1

Segmenter

The task of this module is to split a compound into its constituents. For instance,
the compound
sumitrānandavardhanah.
is segmented as
sumitrā-ānanda-vardhanah
.
Each of the constituent component except the last one is typically a compounding
form (a bound morpheme)10 .
3.2

Constituency Parser

This module parses the segmented compound syntactically by pairing up the
constituents in a certain order two at a time. For instance,
sumitrā-ānanda-vardhanah.
is parsed as
<sumitrā-<ānanda-vardhanah
. >>
3.3

Type Identifier

This module determines the type on the basis of the components involved. For
instance,
<sumitrā-<ānanda-vardhanah.>>
is tagged as
10

with an exception of components of an ‘aluk’ compound.

<sumitrā-<ānanda-vardhanah
. >T6>T6

.

where T6 stands for compound of type .sas..tı̄-tatpurus.a. This module needs an
access to the semantic content of its constituents, and possibly even to the wider
context.
3.4

Paraphrase Generator

Finally after the tag has been assigned, the paraphrase generator [16]] generates
a paraphrase for the compound. For the above example, the paraphrase is generated as:
ānandasya vardhanah
. = ānandavardhanah.,
sumitrāyāh
. ānandavardhanah
. = sumitrānandavardhanah..

4

Compound Segmenter

The task of a segmenter is to split a given sequence of phonemes into a sequence of morphologically valid segments [18]]. The compound formation involves
a mandatory sandhi. Each sandhi rule is a triple (x, y, z) where y is the last letter of the first primitive, z is the first letter of the second primitive, and x is
the letter sequence resulting from the euphonic combination. For analysis, we
reverse these rules of sandhi and produce y + z corresponding to a x. Only the
sequences that are morphologically valid are selected. The segmentation being
non-deterministic, segmenter produces multiple splits. To ensure that the correct output is not deeply buried down the pile of incorrect answers, it is natural
to prioritize solutions based on some scores. We follow GENerate-CONstrainEVALuate paradigm attributed to the Optimality Theory [21]] for segmentation.
As is true of any linguistic theory, the Optimality Theory basically addresses the
issue of generation. Nevertheless, there have been successful attempts ( [4]], [3]])
to reverse the process of generation. It will be really challenging to implement
the sandhi rules from As..tādhyāyı̄ as CONstraints and then reverse them for
splitting. In this attempt however, we simply use the ‘cooked’ sandhi rules in
the form of triplets. We describe below the GENerate-CONstrain-EVALuate cycle of the segmenter and the scoring matrix used for prioritizing the solutions.

4.1

Scoring Matrix

A parallel corpus of Sanskrit text in sandhied and unsandhied form is being
developed as a part of the Sanskrit Consortium project in India. The corpus
contains texts from various fields ranging from children stories, dramas, purān.as
to Ayurveda texts. From around 100K words of such a parallel corpus, 25K parallel instances of sandhied and unsandhied text were extracted. These examples
were used to get the frequency of occurence of various sandhi rules. If no instance

of a sandhi rule is found in the corpus, for smoothing, we assign the frequency
of 1 to this sandhi rule.
We define the estimated probability of the occurrence of a sandhi rule as follows:
Let Ri denote the ith rule with fRi as the frequency of occurrence in the manually
split parallel text. The probability of rule Ri is:
fR
PR i = P n i
j=1 fRj
where n denotes the total number of sandhi rules found in the corpus.
Let a word be split into a candidate Sj with k constituents as < c1 , c2 , ..., ck >
by applying k − 1 sandhi rules < R1 , R2 , ..., Rk−1 > in between the constituents.
It should be noted here that the rules R1 , ..., Rk−1 and the constituents c1 , ..., ck
are interdependent since a different rule sequence will result in a different constituents sequence. The sequence of constituents are constrained by a language
model whereas the rules provide a model for splitting. We define two measures
each corresponding to the constituents and the rules to assign weights to the
possible splits.
Language Model Let the unigram probability of the sequence < c1 , c2 , ..., ck >
be P LSj defined as:
P LS j =

k
Y

(Pcx )

x=1

where Pcx is the probability of occurrence of a word cx in the corpus.
Split Model Let the splitting model P SSj for the sandhi rules sequence <
R1 , R2 , ..., Rk−1 > be defined as:
P SS j =

k−1
Y

(PRx )

x=1

where PRx is the probability of occurrence of a rule Rx in the corpus.
Therefore, the weight of the split Sj is defined as the product of the language
and the split model as:
P LS j ∗ P S S j
WS j =
k
where the factor of k is introduced to give more preference to the split with less
number of segments than the one with more segments.

4.2

Segmentation Algorithm

The approach followed is GENerate-CONstrain-EVALuate. In this approach, all
the possible splits of a given string are first generated and the splits that are not
validated by the morphological analyser are subsequently pruned out.
Currently we apply only two constraints viz.
– C1 : All the constituents of a split must be valid morphs.
– C2 : All the segments except the last one should be valid compounding forms.
The system flow is presented in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Compound Splitter: System Data Flow.

The basic outline of the algorithm is:
1. Recursively break a word at every possible position applying a sandhi rule
and generate all possible candidates for the input.
2. Pass the constituents of all the candidates through the morph analyser.
3. Declare the candidate as a valid candidate, if all its constituents are recognised by the morphological analyser, and all except the last segment are
compounding forms.
4. Assign weights to the accepted candidates and sort them based on the
weights as defined in the previous subsection.
5. The optimal solution will be the one with the highest weight.

Results The current morphological analyser11 can recognise around 140 million
words. Using 2,650 rules and a test data of around 8,26012 words parallel corpus
for testing, we obtained the following results:
– Almost 92.5% of the times, the first segmentation is correct. And in almost
99.1% of the cases, the correct split was among the top 3 possible splits.
– The precision was about 92.46% (measured in terms of the number of words
for which first answer is correct w.r.t. the total words for which correct
segmentation was obtained).
– The system consumes around 0.04 seconds per string of 15 letters on an
average.13
The complete rank wise distribution is given in Table 1.
Rank % of words
1
92.4635
2
5.0492
3
1.6235
4
0.2979
5
0.1936
>5
0.3723
Table 1. Rank-wise Distribution.
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Constituency Parser

Segmenter takes a compound as an input and produces one or more possible
segmentations conditioned by the morphological analyser and the sandhi rules.
Constituency parser takes an output of the segmenter and produces a binary
tree showing the syntactic composition of the compound corresponding to each
of the possible segmentations. Each of these compositions show the possible ways
various segments can be grouped. To illustrate various possible parses that result
from a single segmentation, consider the segmentation a-b-c of a compound.
Since a compound is binary, the three components a-b-c may be grouped in two
ways as < a < bc >> or << ab > c >. Only one of the ways of grouping may
be correct in a given context as illustrated by the following two examples.
1. < baddha- < jāmbūnada- srajah. >>
2. << tapas-svādhyāya >- niratam >
11
12
13

available at http://sanskrit.uohyd.ernet.in/ anusaaraka/sanskrit/samsaadhanii/morph/index.html.
The test data is extracted from manually split data of Mahābhāratam.
Tested on a system with 2.93GHz Core 2 Duo processor and 2GB RAM.

With 3 components, only these two parses are possible. But as the number
of constituents increase, the number of possible ways the constituents can be
grouped grows very fast. The constituency parsing is similar to the problem of
completely parenthesizing n+1 factors in all possible ways. Thus the total possible ways of parsing a compound with n + 1 constituents is equal to a Catalan
number, Cn [13]] where for n ≥ 0,
Cn =

(2n)!
(n + 1)!n!

The task of the constituency parser is then to choose the correct way of grouping
the components together, in a given context. To the best of our knowledge no
work has been initiated yet that produces the best constituency parse for a given
segmentation, in a given context.

6

Type Identifier

After getting a constituency parse of a compound, the next task in the compound
analysis is to assign an appropriate operator (tag) to each non-leaf node. This
operator will then operate on the leaf nodes to produce the associated meaning.
We use manually tagged corpus as a model for predicting the tags, given a pair of
constituents of a compound. Manually tagged corpus consists of approximately
150K words which contain 12,796 compounds14 . These texts were tagged using
the tagset given in appendix-I. All these compounds are thus tagged ‘in context’
and contain only one tag. This corpus formed the training data. Another small
corpus with 400 tagged compounds from totally different texts, was kept aside
for testing.

Some features of the manually tagged data
1. Around 10% of the compounds were repeated.
2. The 12,796 tokens of compounds contain 2,630 types of left word and 7,106
types of right word.
3. The frequency distribution of highly frequent tags is shown in Table 2. To
study the effect of fine-grained-ness we also merged the sub-types. Table 3
gives the frequency distribution of major tags, after merging the sub-types.
We define,
P (T /W1 − W2 ) = probability that a compound W1 − W2 has tag T.
Assuming that occurrence of W1 and W2 are independent,
14

Only compounds with 2 components were selected

Tag % of words
T6
28.35
Bs6
12.45
K1
9.63
Tn
8.56
Di
7.23
U
5.73
Table 2. Distribution of Fine-grain-Tags

Tag % of words
T
52.43
B
18.96
K
12.04
D
8.84
U
5.73
Table 3. Distribution of Coarse-Tags

P (T /W1 − W2 ) = P (T /W1 ) ∗ P (T /W2 )
where P (T /Wi ) =

P (T ∗Wi )
P (Wi )

, i= 1,2.

Since the data is sparse, to account for smoothing, we define, for unseen instances,
P (T.Wi ) = F1 ,
P (Wi ) = F1 ,
where F is the total number of manually tagged compounds.

6.1

Performance Evaluation

The test data of 400 words are tagged ‘in context’. While our compound tagger
does not see the context, and thus suggests more than one possible tag, and ranks
them. Normally a tool is evaluated for its coverage and precision. In our case, the
tool always produces tags with weights associated with them. The coverage and
precision therefore are evaluated based on the ranks of the correct tags. Table4
shows results of 400 words with a coarse as well as fine grained tagset.
with 55 tags
with 8 tags
Rank no of words % of words no of words % of words
1
252
63.0
291
72.7
2
44
10.9
53
13.2
3
29
7.2
38
9.5
Table 4. Precision of Type Identifier.

Thus, if we consider only the 1st rank, the precision with 8 tags is 72.7%
and with 55 tags, it is 63.0%. The precision increases substantially to 95.4% and
81.1% respectively if we take 1st three ranks into account.
The performance of the type identifier can be further improved by using semantically tagged lexicon. There are around 200 rules in the As.tādhyāyı̄ which

provide semantic contexts for various compounds. One such example is the
Pān.ini ’s sūtra annena vyañjanam (2.1.34). This sūtra gives a condition for forming tr.tı̄yā tatpurus.ah. compound. Thus what is required is a list of all words that
denote eatables. A lexicon rich with such semantic information would enhance
the performance of the tagger further. The compound processor with all the
functionality described above is available online at
http://sanskrit.uohyd.ernet.in/samAsa/frame.html
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Appendix-A : Sanskrit Compound Type and sub-type Classification

a&yyFBAv,

Compound sub-types
a&yy-pvpd,
a&yy-urpd,

kmDAry,

Tags Compound sub-types
A1 Evf
qZ-pvpd-kmDAry,
A2 Evf
qZ-urpd-kmDAry,
A3 Evf
qZ-uBypd-kmDAry,

Et£þBEt
s\HyApvpd-nrpd
A4
nrpd-aypdAT
 s\âAyAm^ A5
s\HyApvpd-v\[yorpd,
A6
pAr - my
 - pvpd q¤+rpd A7

upmAn-pv-pd-kmDAry,
upmAn-ur-pd-kmDAry,
avDArZApvpd,-kmDAry,
sMBAvnApvpd-kmDAry,
mympdlopF-kmDAry,

t(pzq,
Compound sub-types

þTmAt(pzq,
EtFyAt(pzq,
ttFyAt(pzq,
tTFt(pzq,
pÑmFt(pzq,
q¤Ft(pzq,
sØmFt(pzq,
nt(pzq,
smAhAr-Eg,
tEtATEg,
urpdEg,
gEtsmAs,
ksmAs,
þAEdsmAs,
myr&y\skAEd,
t(pzq, bhpd,
t(pzq, uppd,

ekfq

K4
K5
K6
K7
Km

bhv}FEh,
Tags Compound sub-types
Tags
T1
T2 EtFyAT-bhv
}FEh,(smAnAEDkrZ,)
Bs2
T3 ttFyAT-bhv
}FEh,(smAnAEDkrZ,)
Bs3
T4
tLyT-bhv}FEh,(smAnAEDkrZ,)
Bs4
T5 pÑMyT-bhv
}FEh,(smAnAEDkrZ,)
Bs5
T6 q¤+T-bhv
}FEh,(smAnAEDkrZ,)
Bs6
T7 sØMyT-bhv
}FEh,(smAnAEDkrZ,)
Bs7
Tn Ed`vA k-bhv
}FEh,(smAnAEDkrZ,)
Bsd
Tds þhrZEvqyk-bhv
}FEh,(smAnAEDkrZ,) Bsp
Tdt g
}hZEvqyk-bhv}FEh,(smAnAEDkrZ,) Bsg
Tdu a-(yT - mympdlopF(n^)-bhv
}FEh, Bsmn
Tg þAEd-bhv
}FEh,
Bvp
Tk s\HyoBypd-bhv
}FEh,(smAnAEDkrZ,) Bss
Tp upmAnpvpd-bhv
}FEh,(smAnAEDkrZ,) Bsu
Tm &yEDkrZ-bhv
}FEh,
Bv
Tb sºorpd, &yEDkrZ-bhv
}FEh,
Bvs
U
shpvpd-&yEDkrZ-bhv}FEh,
BvS
upmAnpvpd-&yEDkrZ-bhv}FEh,
BvU
bhpd,-bhv}FEh,
Bb

,
Compound type:
itrtryog-,
smAhAr-,

Tags
K1
K2
K3

kvl
Tags Compound type:
Di k
vl smAs,
Ds
E
EzEÄ,

EzEÄ,

Tags
S
d

Appendix-B : Rules for Paraphrase Generation.

a&yyFBAv,

1 <x-y>A1 => y{6} f{x}
where f maps x to the noun with same semantic content.
A function f needs to be defined.
2 <x-y>A2 => x{3} EvprFtm^ vm^
3 <x-y>A4 => x{6} y{6} smAhAr,
4 <x-y>A5 => x’{1} y{1} yE-mn^ 
df
x’ has same gender as that of y’.
5 <x-y>A6 => x{6} y{6} smAhAr,
if x = E, both x and y will be in Ev nm^
6 <x-y>A7 => x{6} y

t(pzq,

7 <x-y> T n => x{n} y 2 ≤ n ≤ 7
8 <x-y>Tn => x{n} y
9 <x-y>Tds => x{6;ba} y{6;ba} smAhAr,
10 <x-y-z>Tb = x{1} y{1} z{1}

kmDAry,

11 <x-y>K1
12 <x-y>K2
13 <x-y>K3
14 <x-y>K4
15 <x-y>K5
16 <x-y>K6
17 <x-y>K7

=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>

x{1} tt^ y{1}
x{1} y{1}
x{1} asO y{1}
x{1} iv y{1}
x{1} y{1} iv
x{1} ev y{1}
x{1} iEt y{1}

bhv}FEh,

19 <x-y>Bsd => x{6} y{6} ydtrAlm^
20 <x-y>Bsp => x{3} y{3} þã(y idm^ ym^ þvm^
21 <x-y>Bsg => x{7}-y{7}+ ghF(vA idm^ ym^ þvm^
22 <x-y>Bsmn => x’-y{1} y-y
23 <x-y>Bss = > x{1} vA y{1} y-y
24 <x-y>Bsu => x{1} iv y{1} y-yA,
25 <x-y>Bv => x y{1} y-y
26 <x-y>Bvs => y{6} x’ y
 sEt t
27 <x-y>BvS => y{3} sh
28 <x-y>BvU => x{6} iv y y-y

,

29 <x-y>Di => x{1} y{1}
30 <x-y>Ds => x{1} y{1}
31 <x-y>S => y{1} x{1}
32 <x-y>d => x y

